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ABSTRACT
Clinical documents are rich free-text knowledge sources containing valuable medication and symptom data,
that have a great potential to enhance health care. Existing system, a brand new convolutional neural network
primarily based multimodal disease risk prediction algorithmic rule mistreatment structured and unstructured
knowledge from hospital. To the simplest of our information, none of the existing work focused on each
knowledge types within the space of medical big knowledge analytics. Compared to many typical prediction
algorithms, the prediction accuracy of our proposed algorithm reaches with a convergence speed. Proposed
system, we tend to build an integrating system for extracting medication names and symptom names from
clinical notes. Then we apply nonnegative Matrix factorization (NMF) and multi-view NMF to cluster clinical
notes into purposeful clusters supported sample-feature matrices. Our experimental results show that multiview NMF could be a preferred methodology for clinical document cluster. Moreover, we discover that using
extracted medication symptom names to cluster clinical documents outperforms simply using words.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Data

mining

is

a

well-known

symptom names from clinical narratives. Information
approach

for

extraction is important task in case of machine
learning (ML) and natural language processing (NLP),

knowledge discovery in database systems. It is an
efficient way of finding useful information from

as it involves significant data extraction from natural

huge amount of data. It is a branch of artificial

health care provider to advance health care system.

intelligence (AI) method, which is used to extract

Clinical document plays a vital role in analysis and
diagnosis of disease. Mining of vital data in medical

vital data from enormous amount of data. The

language text. Extraction of these essential data helps

knowledge that we get through this technique can be
used for further innovation and collaboration. There

field involves, handling number of important tasks

are many applications of data mining in medical field,

of attributes such as negation, severity, uncertainty

as it has wide spread use in medical area. It is getting

and mapping words in document to concept in

great pace in medical research as well as in clinical

domain specific ontologies. The entire procedure
depends on many different types of NLP processes

practice. Clinical data mining is nothing but mining
clinical data, so as to get essential data based on our
requirement. Clinical documents contain textual data.

like recognition of medical related terms, recognition

such as tokenization, parsing, and part of speech
tagging.

By applying data mining technique on these data, we
can fetch key information like medication names and
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Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) has been

need sophisticated clinical language processing

widely applied to document clustering. Akata et al

methods. Due to the individual diversity, it is a

extended NMF towards joint NMF, which can jointly

challenge problem to discover the underlying

analyze different types of features for multi-view

patterns from a corpus of clinical documents.

learning. Instead of fixing a common clustering
solution for each view, Liu et al further formulated

NON

NEGATIVE

MATRIX

FACTORIZATION

the process by finding a nearest consensus for each
view. Multi-view NMF can integrate various sources

(NMF):
Basic NMF

of data and yield a better clustering result.

NMF is a useful method to factorize a 𝑛 × 𝑚
nonnegative matrix 𝐴 into the product of two lower

Our contributions in this paper are three-folds:
(1) we

present

a

system

symptom/medication

names

for

extracting

from

clinical

notes;

dimensional nonnegative matrices: a 𝑛 × 𝑘 matrix 𝑊
and a 𝑘 × 𝑚 matrix 𝐻, which can be expressed as the
following optimization problem using the square of
Euclidean distance:
Min||𝐴 − 𝑊𝐻|| 2

(2) we apply multi-view NMF to evaluate the
effects of using medication/symptom names to

The cost function can be minimized by applying the

improve the clinical documents clustering

update rules as follows:

results;
(3) we compare the performances of NMF and
multi-view

NMF

on

clinical

documents

clustering.
Symptoms and medications are two important types
of information that can be obtained from clinical
notes. Symptom related information such as diseases,
syndromes, signs, diagnose etc., can be used to
analyze diseases for patients. In addition, valuable
medication information is commonly embedded in
unstructured text narratives spanning multiple
sections

in

clinical

documents.

Medication

information from clinical notes is often expressed
with

medication

names

and

other

signature

information about drug administration, such as
dosage, route, frequency, and duration. In this paper,

Where 𝑘 represents the number of clusters. It can be
decided by referring from a consensus matrix and
cophentic correlation coefficient.
Multi-View NMF
NMF has been extended to multi-view learning.
Multi-view

learning

aims

to

identify

latent

components in different sub-matrices in a
simultaneous manner. These sub-matrices can
represent different features spaces. Akata et al
extends the basic NMF to convex combination of 𝑝
different views as following optimization problem:

we extract medication names from clinical notes.
Other related medication information is also very
important, and will be considered in future research.

Due to constraint that matrix 𝐻 is fixed among

Recently, large volumes of clinical documents are

multiple views, Liu et al[16] further extend to solving

generated by electronic health record systems. These

the following optimization problem:

clinical documents are unstructured or semistructured. It is a difficult task to extract information
from these documents. Symptom information and
medication information extraction for clinical notes

This problem attempts to optimize 𝐴𝑖 ≈ 𝑊𝑖𝐻𝑖 for
each view 𝑖, and keep constraining each 𝐻𝑖 will be
similar.
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II. CONCLUSION
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In this paper, we build an integrating system to
extract
symptom/medication
names
from
unstructured/semi-structured clinical notes. the
system contains 5 parts: word/sentence annotator;
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